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	50 hands-on recipes to master the power of Delphi for cross-platform and mobile development on Windows, Mac OS X, Android, and iOS


	About This Book

	
		Increase your Delphi productivity with this accessible and swift guide
	
		Explore vital and powerful features while developing mobile applications using Delphi
	
		Full of recipes and solutions identified from the everyday challenges faced by the author in his many years as a consultant



	Who This Book Is For


	Intended to refresh the basics of Delphi as well as advance your knowledge to the next level, it is assumed you will know RAD studio and the Object Pascal language. However, if you are not an experienced RAD studio programmer this accessible guide will still develop those initial crucial skills.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Create visually stunning applications using FireMonkey
	
		Effectively use LiveBindings with the right OOP approach
	
		Create server-side programs to serve RESTful web services and provide data to your mobile apps
	
		Develop mobile apps using well-defined GUI design patterns for a great user experience
	
		Build efficient mobile apps that read data from a remote server
	
		Call the platform-native API on Android and iOS even for an unpublished API
	
		Use extended RTTI to better manage the software customization for your customer
	
		Leverage the most popular design patterns for a better design without wasting too much time debugging



	In Detail


	With this book, you will gain valuable and practical knowledge of the latest functionalities of Delphi. Starting with the foundations, you will work on your VCL application, customize the TDBGrid, and configure your runtime class using RTTI. Going forward, you will build on this foundation and deploy FireMonkey to go cross-platform or even call FireMonkey from a VCL project, and you will fully understand how you can include Delphi on your server. Finally, you will use App Tethering, call Android and iOS SDK classes, and even use the Android TextToSpeech engine to add sounds to your phone! With this learning resource at your side, you will acquire all that a RAD Studio developer needs to know about Delphi in one complete, informative guide.
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iPhone For Dummies: Includes iPhone 3GS (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
A full-color guide to the iPhone, including the new iPhone 3G S

With its new 3G S model, the iPhone is definitely the must-have mobile device. This fully updated guide covers all the cool features of the fastest iPhone ever, including the Spotlight search feature, voice control, and video camera capability.      

iPhone For...
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Human Interaction with Machines: Proceedings of the 6th International WorkshopSpringer, 2006
The International Workshop on “Human Interaction with Machines” is the sixth in a successful series of workshops that were established by Shanghai Jiao Tong University and Technische Universität Berlin. The goal of those workshops is to bring together researchers from both universities in order to present research results to an...
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Audel HVAC Fundamentals, Air Conditioning, Heat Pumps and Distribution SystemsAudel, 2004


	The purpose of this series is to provide the layman with an introduction

	to the fundamentals of installing, servicing, troubleshooting,

	and repairing the various types of equipment used in residential and

	light-commercial heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC)

	systems. Consequently, it was written not only for the...
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Show Me Microsoft Windows XP (2nd Edition)Que, 2004
If you're looking for a fast, easy way to learn all about your Windows XP computer, this is it. Show Me Microsoft Windows XP, Second Edition covers all the most important features of Windows XP using clear, step-by-step instructions supported by hundreds of illustrations and screenshots. A troubleshooting guide will also help you solve...
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Global IPv6 Strategies: From Business Analysis to Operational Planning (Network Business)Cisco Press, 2008
Every year, organizations rely on Internet applications and services more deeply–and every year, Internet infrastructure grows more powerful and complex. As the limitations of traditional IPv4 addressing become increasingly apparent, many decision makers recognize that a transition to IPv6 is needed far sooner than anticipated. Global...
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Problems and Solutions on Electromagneti (Major American Universities Ph.D. Qualifying Questions and Solutions)World Scientific Publishing, 1993


	This series of physics problems and solutions, which consists of seven

	volumes — Mechanics, Electromagnetism, Optics, Atomic, Nuclear and

	Particle Physics, Thermodynamics and Statistical Physics, Quantum Me

	chanic, Solid State Physics and Relativity, contains a selection of 2550

	problems from the graduate school entrance...
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